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largest, oldest station in paris

today’s Paris-nord station first opened 
to the public on 19 april 1864, replacing 
the original station, known as the 
“northern rail embarcadère” 
or embarcadero. at its inauguration 
on 14 June 1846, the embarcadère 
was the second-largest station in Paris, 
outranked only by the gare saint-lazare. 
the original 1846 station covered 
just 12,000 sq m and had only two 
tracks–one for arrivals and one 
for departures. it would soon need 

to increase this limited capacity. 
the French ministry’s permit for 
expansion included specifications calling 
for a large clock to be placed in the 
façade and requiring that the renovated 
station meet both current and future 
demand. Jacques-ignace hittorff, 
the architect chosen by the city of Paris 
and the French government to make 
the new station a reality, orchestrated a 
massive three-year renovation that tripled 
Paris nord’s surface to 36,000 sq m, 
and quadrupled the number of tracks 
to eight. at the 1864 inauguration, 

the new station had a 180-m façade 
with a central section 30 m high, 
adorned with statues symbolizing 
the primary French and european 
destinations it served.
the structure of the building remains 
largely unchanged today.

keeping pace with a busy capital city

While the building has barely changed 
over the past 150 years, the station’s 
interior has undergone innumerable 
renovations to meet the demands 
of constantly rising traffic. its history 
is closely linked to the history of Paris 
and the major events hosted by the 
French capital. the universal expositions 
of 1854, 1889 and 1900 prompted 
expansions, necessary to keep pace 
with booming passenger demand. 
For the 1889 expo, the number of tracks 
rose from 13 to 18, and in 1900 
it increased again, from 18 to 28. 
and the number of passengers never 
stopped growing, rising from 6 million 
to 10 million a year. 

Over a century of updates 
 
Passenger traffic rose throughout the 
20th century as the station established 
connections to the Paris metro and rer 
regional express lines, accommodated 

new routes to destinations in the Paris 
suburbs and around europe, and 
embraced new electric train technology.
 
Key dates include:
•  1906 – Line 4 of the Paris Metro arrives
•  1950-60 – tracks are electrified
•  1977-83 – massive engineering works 

add an underground station serving  
the Paris suburbs 

•  1993-94 – TGV Nord and Eurostar usher 
in the high-speed era

close quarters 

Now serving over 700,000 passengers 
a day, Paris-nord is cramped and wedged 
into a space that is too small for it. 
a personality conflict between 
the influential 19th-century barons 
James de rothschild and georges-
eugène haussmann robbed the station 
of a real forecourt and the land reserve 
it needed for meaningful expansion. 
the challenge facing today’s planners 
is to “push back the walls” within 
a small footprint and modernize 
the station–now classed as a national 
heritage site–without altering its 
architecture. 

1900
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150 years, 15 Key dates 

 1846: the northern rail embarcadero opens to the public
 19 april 1864: today’s Paris nord station, designed by architect Jacques-ignace hittorff, opens to the public
 1877: tracks are added, raising the total from 8 to 13
 1889: the station expands for the first time, and the number of tracks rises from 13 to 18
 1900: the station expands again, with more tracks added, raising the total from 18 to 28
 1958: the Paris nord network is electrified
 Dec. 1970: the last steam-powered train serving Paris Nord station (and the entire Paris region)  
  is taken out of operation
 1975: the station is listed as a historic monument
 1981: the underground station serving regional express (RER) line B is inaugurated
 1993: the tgv nord arrives and the mainline platform is renovated
 1994: the cross-channel terminal is inaugurated and eurostar arrives
 1999: the Magenta underground station is completed, linking regional express (RER)  
  line e to Paris nord
 2001: the new transilien station serving the Paris suburbs is inaugurated
 2010: the station’s historic façade is cleaned and restored
 2014: a new renovation and modernization programme is launched

over 150 years oF history
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SOuTh-eAST cORNeR pARkING FAcIlITIeS > 1981-1999

1864
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1994 > TGv NORD hIGh-SpeeD RAIl, ThAlyS, euROSTAR
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2001 > AcceSS TO publIc TRANSpORT SeRvING GReATeR pARIS
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2010 > ReNOvATION OF The MAIN FAcADe
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2015-2018: imProving service and amenities

in 2014 sncF launched, funded and 
completed 70 projects to improve 
passenger quality of life. 

this sweeping “spring cleaning” 
initiative included: 
-  washing the glass roof and walls, 

half-moon windows and rose windows 
-  renovating staircases, wrought-iron 

columns, walls and wooden walkways  
in the transilien area, including rer 
platforms

-  modernizing lighting

cleaning remains a priority and 
is an essential companion to the larger 
projects that will transform the station’s 
facilities. 

every day, workers perform a variety 
of tasks, removing graffiti, handling 
emergency clean-ups, manually cleaning 
escalators and tracks, scrubbing floors 
and more. 

in addition, Paris nord’s police station 
moved into larger quarters in 2014 
and now occupies a space better suited 
to its needs. 

it began operations last december 
and was officially inaugurated in april 
2015. open day and night in the heart 
of Paris nord, the police station inspires 
a sense of safety essential to a positive 
passenger experience.

Since 2014: preliminary projects 

Transforming Paris-nord sTaTion 2015-2023 PrEss KiT 
24 June 2015
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•  Reconfigure and refurbish  
ReR intermodal transfer area

•  Renovate RER B and D 
regional express platforms

•  Host cultural events:  
liam Gillick,  
quai 36 collective,  
Richard Texier,  
patrick Rimoux

•  Redesign taxi stand area

•  Open Thierry Marx Brasserie

•  Open Relay shop  
on two floors

•  Move Eurostar lounge

•  Optimize Eurostar terminal 
access and facilities 

•  Reconfigure and refurbish  
underground passage  
linking the station  
to rue de Maubeuge 

•  Install new lighting  
in hittorff concourses

•  Renovate main concourse 
(Mainline departures/arrivals)

2015 2016 2017 2018

2015-2018: Key WorKs 12
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2015 > MODeRNIze ReR INTeRMODAl TRANSFeR AReA

2015-2018: imProving service and amenities

quais eurostar

quais transilien

quais rer B&d

quais grandes lignes

requalification 
de la salle d’échanges 
rer

2015

2015

EUROSTAR PLATFORMS

TRANSILIEN PLATFORMS

RER B&D PLATFORMS

MAINLINE PLATFORMS

REQUALIFICATION 
DE LA SALLE D’ÉCHANGES 
RER

2015

2015
Modernize 
rer 
interModal 
transfer area
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The shopping gallery will be 
reconfigured to include new shops, 
now too widely dispersed. 

Beginning in december 2015, 
the 4,000 sq m shopping centre will 
host new retailers, and the 33 smaller 
shops now in the gallery will be 
relocated.

the investment in the rer platform 
in 2015-16 will total €21 million, 
with two-thirds of that amount 
contributed by sam, a partnership 
between gares & connexions 
and altaréa-cogedim, an expert 
in shopping centre management.
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2015 > MODeRNIze ReR INTeRMODAl TRANSFeR AReA

2015-2018: imProving service and amenities 14
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the works will also improve access to 
all four of the station’s ReR 
platforms by replacing escalators, 
installing better lighting, and 
refurbishing the walls. 

the underground passage linking rue 
de maubeuge with the intermodal 
transfer area will also be renovated.

Between now and december 2015, 
the ReR intermodal transfer area 
will be completely renovated. 
Workers will: 
•  treat and deep-clean the ceilings 
•  replace all mobilier
•  update lighting and fire safety 

equipment to comply with 
regulatory requirements 

•  quadruple the number of lighting 
fixtures and install led technology 

•  completely overhaul all signage 
•  repaint walls in light grey and blue

pReSS kIT 
24 June 2015



2015-2018: imProving service and amenities

2015 > ReNOvATe ReR b AND D ReGIONAl expReSS plATFORMS
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2015

2015
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liam gillick

2015-2018: imProving service and amenities

2015 > ReNOvATe ReR b AND D ReGIONAl expReSS plATFORMS
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While Paris nord serves a wide variety 
of destinations, it is strongly identified 
with transilien service to the Paris 
suburbs: the rer B and d regional 
lines alone account for 80% of all 
train traffic. 

Which makes modernization of the 
station’s underground areas a major 
priority. 

this project will serve a dual purpose: 
give passengers more room, and 
increase their sense of safety and 
well-being. 

encompassing all four platforms, 
work will:
•  Update all signage
•  Replace all mobilier
•  Clean and repaint underground 

areas
•  Replace the ceiling
•  Replace the lighting with wide-beam 

led fixtures
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2015 > culTuRAl eveNTS

collectif Quai 36 liam gillick

2015-2018: imProving service and amenities 17
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the current show at Paris-nord 
is Art Residence, showcasing 
16 street artists from France 
and around the world. in partnership 
with the Quai 36 consortium, 
sncF gares & connexions 
has transformed nearly 1,500 sq m 
of the station into a forum for urban 
culture. 

in november, British artist 
liam gillick will unveil a new 
installation. to highlight the platform 
renovations for rer lines B & d, 
and to welcome coP21, the global 
climate conference Paris will host 
in late 2015, gillick will deploy 
climate-themed texts on the walls 
of the rer stations.



2015 > culTuRAl eveNTS

Patrick rimouxrichard texier

2015-2018: imProving service and amenities 18
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Finally, other cultural events are 
planned at Paris-nord station 
between now and the end of 2015.
•  Installation of Angel Bear, 

a sculpture by richard texier, 
on the napoleon iii forecourt

•  Light sculptures by Patrick Rimoux 
projected onto the station’s 
south-facing tympanum.



2015-2018: imProving service and amenities 19
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liam gillickQuai 36

richard texier

Patrick rimoux
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•  Reconfigure and refurbish  
ReR intermodal transfer area

•  Renovate RER B and D 
regional express platforms

•  Host cultural events: 
liam Gillick, 
quai 36 collective, 
Richard Texier, 
patrick Rimoux

•  Open Thierry Marx Brasserie

•  Move Eurostar lounge

•  Optimize Eurostar terminal 
access and facilities 

•  Reconfigure and refurbish  
underground passage  
linking the station  
to rue de Maubeuge 

•  Install new lighting  
in hittorff concourses

•  Renovate main concourse 
(Mainline departures/arrivals)

2015-2018: Key WorKs



2016 > OpeN ThIeRRy MARx bRASSeRIe

2015-2018: imProving service and amenities

EUROSTAR PLATFORMS

TRANSILIEN PLATFORMS

RER B&D PLATFORMS

MAINLINE PLATFORMS

2016

2016
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open 
tHierrY Marx 
Brasserie



2016 > OpeN ThIeRRy MARx bRASSeRIe
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the new brasserie designed 
by architect Patrick Bouchain 
will cover a total of over 674 sq m, 
where chef thierry marx will offer 
two different choices of dining 
and atmosphere.

located on the boundary between 
the glass-roofed transilien area 
and the historic station, this new 
brasserie will offer:
•  fast, high-quality dining and  

take-away for passengers  
on the go in a 369-sq m space  
on the ground floor

•  more leisurely and even more 
comfortable dining for passengers 
with extra time, in a 158 sq m space 
on the upper floor. this smaller, 
more intimate dining room will  
be entirely enclosed by a wooden 
structure. 



2016 > MOve euROSTAR lOuNGe

2015-2018: imProving service and amenities2015-2018: imProving service and amenities
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2016
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2016
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2016 > MOve euROSTAR lOuNGe
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in the very short term, the eurostar areas will 
need to meet a new challenge: a 20% increase 
in passenger flow, as new 900-seat siemens 
trainsets replace the existing 750-seat units. 
the planned upgrade, estimated at e15 million, 
is designed to give the entire eurostar area a 
larger footprint, by expanding the security 
check area, relocating and expanding the 
boarding area and upgrading shops. 

When work is complete, the cross-channel 
mezzanine will extend over the main 
concourse to enhance security operations, 
and the area’s new footprint will be 1430 sq m, 
up from 1200 sq m today.

the boarding area, measuring around 
500 sq m, will be enhanced, with 35% more 
space for passenger flow, and waiting 
areas will have 50% more dedicated space, 
increasing the number of available seats. 
new retailers will also move into the eurostar 
space as its quality improves.

Finally, the lounge, now located at the end 
of the boarding area, will be moved to 
a new home on level 2, above the security 
check area. 

the new lounge will measure 600 sq m, 
up from the current 322 sq m, and passengers 
will be able to enter it directly after they 
have gone through security.



2016 > OpTIMIze euROSTAR AcceSS AND TeRMINAl

2015-2018: imProving service and amenities

EUROSTAR PLATFORMS

TRANSILIEN PLATFORMS

RER B&D PLATFORMS

MAINLINE PLATFORMS

2016

OPTIMISATION DES 
ACCÈS ET DU
TERMINAL 
EUROSTAR

2016

optiMize eUrostar 
aCCess and 
terMinal
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2016 > OpTIMIze euROSTAR AcceSS AND TeRMINAl
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2016 > MODeRNIze uNDeRGROuND pASSAGe lINkING The STATION TO Rue De MAubeuGe

2015-2018: imProving service and amenities

EUROSTAR PLATFORMS

TRANSILIEN PLATFORMS

RER B&D PLATFORMS

MAINLINE PLATFORMS

2016

2016Modernize 
UndergroUnd 
passage linKing 
tHe station to  
rUe de MaUBeUge
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2016 > MODeRNIze uNDeRGROuND pASSAGe lINkING The STATION TO Rue De MAubeuGe
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2015 2016 2017 2018
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•  Reconfigure and refurbish  
ReR intermodal transfer area

•  Renovate RER B and D 
regional express platforms

•  Host cultural events: 
liam Gillick, 
quai 36 collective, 
Richard Texier, 
patrick Rimoux

•  Redesign taxi stand area

•  Open Thierry Marx Brasserie

•  Open Relay shop  
on two floors

•  Move Eurostar lounge

•  Optimize Eurostar terminal 
access and facilities 

•  Reconfigure and refurbish  
underground passage  
linking the station  
to rue de Maubeuge 

•  Install new lighting  
in hittorff concourses

•  Renovate main concourse 
(Mainline departures/arrivals)

2015-2018: Key WorKs



2017 > INSTAll New lIGhTING IN hITTORFF cONcOuRSeS

2015-2018: imProving service and amenities

EUROSTAR PLATFORMS

TRANSILIEN PLATFORMS
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MAINLINE PLATFORMS

2017

2017
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2017 > INSTAll New lIGhTING IN hITTORFF cONcOuRSeS
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2017-2018 > ReNOvATe MAIN cONcOuRSe (MAINlINe DepARTuReS / ARRIvAlS)

2015-2018: imProving service and amenities

EUROSTAR PLATFORMS

TRANSILIEN PLATFORMS

RER B&D PLATFORMS

MAINLINE PLATFORMS

2017
2018
~

2017 2018

fUll renovation 
of Main ConCoUrse 
(Mainline departUres / 
arrivals)
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located in the centre of the historic 
building and close to the station’s 
access points, the main concourse 
is reclaiming its role as the heart 
of Paris nord station, providing easy 
access to the station from the main 
entrance on Place napoléon iii, 
reached via rue de dunkerque or 
boulevard Denain (taxi drop-off point) 
or from the Paris metro or the 
rer regional express levels below 
the station.

light-filled, smooth and convenient, 
the new main concourse will play a 
key role in reinventing the passenger 
experience. The 2017-18 renovation 
will contribute to:
•  updating, enhancing and clarifying 

the various areas of the station
•  improving crowd flow and making 

the station easier for passengers to 
navigate as they pass through on 
arrival



2017-2018 > ReNOvATe MAIN cONcOuRSe (MAINlINe DepARTuReS / ARRIvAlS)
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the main concourse renovation will 
also create an additional access point 
between the Paris metro system and 
platforms 7 and 8. In addition, 
workers will install new stone flooring, 
enhance the central space with new 
lighting and build new areas for ticket 
sales and working spaces for 
transilien. 

the main concourse is an indoor 
shopping street, with the full range  
of dining options and passenger 
services. 

the renovation will also include 
removal of the station’s huge 
departure board, which currently 
contributes to bottlenecks in this 
high-traffic area. it will be replaced 
by several smaller screens, positioned 
around the station to promote better 
crowd flow.



2017-2018 > ReNOvATe MAIN cONcOuRSe (MAINlINe DepARTuReS / ARRIvAlS)

2015-2018: imProving service and amenities
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2018-2023
FIve yeARS TO OpeN OuR STATION up TO pARIS
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Paris nord is the biggest train station 
in europe. every year, it handles traffic 
flows representing some 200 million 
passengers, 75% of them travelling 
within greater Paris. But the personality 
conflict between the influential 
19th-century barons James de 
rothschild and georges-eugène 
haussmann when it was built deprived 
it of the large public spaces it should 
have had–the station has virtually 
no forecourt–and left it without the 
significant land reserve it needed 
to expand in response to regular 
increases in demand. 
Paris-nord station has little indoor 
space for passengers, with only 150 m 
between the trains and its facade, and 
the space outside the station is also 
cramped, hemmed in by surrounding 
buildings. the impact on operations is 
reaching a crisis point, both internally 
for the station itself and externally in 
terms of its impact on the city. 

today the station is hopelessly 
congested: non-stop works intended 
to regulate and optimize crowd flow 
are no longer able to keep pace with 
trends that include increasing demand, 
new modes of travel and security 
requirements, the rise of business 
tourism, and the creation of new routes 
to northern europe that are generating 
even more passenger traffic.

37
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congestion in the station is already 
critical, but two national events 
are likely to make it completely 
untenable: France’s bids to host 
the 2024 olympics and the universal 
exposition of 2025. the arrival of 
cdg express, a rail link to roissy 
charles-de-gaulle airport from nearby 
Paris est station, is another key factor.

it is time to give careful, broad 
consideration to Paris nord station 
to ensure it a place in the city that 
is worthy of its european status and 
its important role in the day-to-day 
transport of passengers in greater 
Paris.

this is why Wilmotte & associés’ 
report places the Paris nord 
renovation in a larger context that 
not only includes the station’s own 
functionality but restores it to the 
heart of an urban system that 
extends from Paris est to boulevard 
de la chapelle. if this section 
of Paris were renewed around these 
three geographical hubs—the Paris 
est, Paris nord and magenta 
stations—it would become a gateway 
to europe, a major new centre 
of urban development for the city, 
and an incredible opportunity to 
revitalize the existing neighbourhood.

38
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FOCUS OF REPORT



this new complex would be a major 
transport hub for a combined total 
of around 230 million passengers 
who transit through Paris nord 
(200 million), Paris Est  (12 million) 
and Magenta (17 million) annually. 

and it would no longer simply be a 
collection of transit points: it would 
be a vital link in the urban chain. 
open to the city, it would create new 
connections and offer its neighbours 
services, shops, office space and 
smooth, safe public transport.

this redevelopment plan for Paris 
nord and the surrounding area is 
geared around four major hubs 
designed to prioritize traffic flows 
around this historic station.
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4 TRANSFER HUBS 
AROUND THE HISTORIC STATION

CROSS-CHANNEL 
TERMINAL

PARIS 
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DEPARTURES TERMINAL

ARRIVALS TERMINAL



creating a new mainline departure hub

on the eastern side of the station, a new structure 
will extend the two recently added sections 
of the building. 

situated above ground level, this will house a massive 
retail area that will serve the new departures hub but 
also give a boost to the bus and tax platform, which 
will become a new nodal entry point into the station 
and eliminate congestion caused by two-way 
departures and arrivals traffic in the main concourse. 
a large open-air garden will be located between this 
new structure and the existing one, creating a fresh, 
airy space with plenty of plants and trees in the heart 
of the station.

in addition to streamlining passenger flows, 
this new retail area will spark fresh interactions 
between the station and the surrounding 
neighbourhood.

the new bus/taxi hub flanking the retail area will 
allow for renovation of the current platform to 
optimize crowd flow, steer it in the right directions. 
at the same time, this closed-off section of rue du 
Faubourg saint-martin behind the station will become 
a new Paris street. Bustling and welcoming with a retail 
presence, the new street will connect naturally 
to the major hubs in the station and extend towards 
the Boulevard de la chapelle to the north. 

this will not only foster links and connections 
in the city’s mass transit systems but will also 
encourage flows between neighbourhoods. 
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the existing platform extends over some  
of the tracks, allowing for construction  
of a new front wing of offices that will round 
out and populate the new street.

the north tympanum of the historic station 
would be underscored by a new structure 
that will span the tracks like a bridge, providing 
access to all of the station’s platforms from the 
new departure hub and connecting rue du 
Faubourg saint-denis and rue de maubeuge.

this flat, slim structure will have glass walls 
on both sides. it will act as a bridge between 
two areas, linking the cityscape of northern 
Paris and the elevated metro line 2 with 
the interior landscape of Paris nord, creating 
symmetry with the station’s original buffet, thus 
establishing a link to and visual tension with 
hittorf’s original architecture. 

the station will also become much more 
functional: the new structure will steer 
cross-platform traffic away from the station 
end of the platform, where it causes 
congestion in the arrivals/departures area, 
and will redirect passengers toward the centre 
of the platform, supplemented by a possible 
second walkway. this immense, light-filled 
intermodal transfer area will be built above 
the underground maubeuge tunnel, and 
combined with the tunnel’s renovation. this 
would allow travellers to arrive at the platform 
from both above and below, reducing 
congestion, optimizing crowd flow and 
directing passengers towards their trains.
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expanding the cross-channel hub 

the plan to reconfigure this area is bold and ambitious: it calls for covering 
the current taxi area located on the west side of the station, between its existing 
cross-channel hub and the Étoile du nord building, which formerly housed 
the administrative offices of the compagnie des chemins de Fer du nord. 
the renovated structure would become a true intermodal transfer area capable 
of handling current and future cross-channel passenger flows. 

Transforming Paris-nord sTaTion 2015-2023
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covering the taxi area would 
revitalize the existing façade 
on this side of the station, creating 
a majestic entrance leading 
to the check-in area and customs, 
located on the upper level. 

a large light-well with escalators 
will provide natural lighting and 
access to this level, which will 
overlook both eurostar platforms and 
be wide enough to accommodate 
the necessary security checks. 

© Wilmotte
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the boarding area will run naturally 
along the big stone pilasters of the 
historic station, creating totally new 
perspectives along the interior of the 
station with its massive metal trusses. 

in this concept, the Étoile du nord 
building will become a five-star hotel: 
it will simultaneously serve as a 
welcoming showplace and an iconic 
destination for european visitors and 
business travellers, and create synergy 
between the intermodal transfer area, 
the city and the station.

© Wilmotte
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Revisiting the forecourt 
for arrivals

By reorganizing and redefining 
the various crowd flows, the renovation 
will relocate all of the buses and taxis 
that currently occupy the forecourt, where 
they break up and scramble pedestrian 
traffic, ultimately making it impracticable. 
With the approach to the station cleared, 
the recently restored pediment will have 
a genuine aesthetic and symbolic impact. 
the forecourt will be home to restaurant 
terraces and cultural events, and will 
develop its own social life, benefitting 
the surrounding urban community.

Finally, a slim, minimalist new 
structure—a delicate vault of glass 
and steel—will be constructed within 
the five large stone tympana of the 1864 
façade. this last addition will give Paris 
nord a new, more contemporary image 
and simultaneously provide an additional 
entrance to the arrivals area, channelling 
passenger flows and institutionalizing 
the presence of this great building 
in the heart of the city. the small, 
transparent volumes of space between 
the glass arches will be home to premium 
restaurants, framing the new forecourt 
and attracting patrons who will create 
a vibrant, festive mood.
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a large open-air garden will be located 
between this new structure and the 
existing one, creating a fresh, airy 
space with plenty of plants and trees 
in the heart of the station.

in addition to optimizing and streamlining 
passenger flows, this new retail area 
will spark fresh interactions between 
the station and the surrounding 
neighbourhood.

the new bus/taxi hub flanking the retail 
area will allow for renovation of the 
current platform to optimize crowdflow, 
steer it in the right directions. at the 
same time, this closed-off section 
of rue du Faubourg saint-martin behind 
the station will become a new Paris street. 
Bustling, welcoming and commercial, 
the new street will connect naturally 
to the major hubs in the station 
and extend towards the Boulevard 
de la chapelle to the north. this will 
not only foster links and connections 
within the city’s mass transit systems 
but will also encourage flows between 
neighbourhoods. the existing platform 
will be extended over some of the tracks, 
allowing for construction of a new front 
wing of offices that will round out 
and populate the new street.
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Restoring a mainline intermodal 
transfer area

the work described above will free 
the historic station entirely the unsightly 
structures added over the years to cope 
with the jumble of passenger flows, 
and return the main hall to the purity 
of its original architecture.
a premium restaurant will occupy 
the space, flanked by two symmetrical 
monumental staircases.
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result: the station’s value as a national 
treasure will shine through. eliminating 
the clutter will also uncover and showcase 
the station’s former buffet, restoring 
it to its rightful place as a key element 
in the overall design.
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